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ON FK-SPACES WHICH ARE BOUNDEDNESS DOMAINS

GLENN MEYERS

ABSTRACT.    An open question in summability theory is to char-

acterize those FK-spaces, E, which are boundedness domains (i.e.,

E = mA   for some infinite matrix A).   As a partial solution to this prob-

lem we give necessary and sufficient conditions for an FK space E,

which has the  r-secti

for some row-finite A.

which has the  ^-sectional boundedness property, to be equal to  m
ri

1. Introduction.   An open question in summability theory is to char-

acterize those FK-spaces, E, which are boundedness domains (i.e., E = m .

for some infinite matrix A).   In this paper we solve this problem in the case

when E has the F-sectional boundedness property  (7*-Aß) and A is row-

finite.   In addition we give a characterization of those FK-spaces, E, which

are closed subspaces of mA  for some row-finite matrix A.

2. Preliminary ideas and results.  A K-space is a locally convex space

of real or complex sequences such that the projection seminorm  p.(x)= |x.|

is continuous for ;' = 1, 2, ■ • • .   An FK-space is a complete, metrizable K-

space.   If E is an FK -space and a Banach space we say that E is a BK-

space.   If the FK topology   of   E   can   be   generated   by   the   seminorms

\p■'• j = 1, 2, • • • j and a single additional seminorm, q, we say that E is an

almost BK-space.   A continuous seminorm, q, on an almost BK-space E is

said to be nontrivial if q and \p.: j = 1, 2, • • • \ generate the topology of E.

Let s be the set of all sequences and let m be the set of all bounded

sequences.   772 is a BK-space with the norm  H*^ = SUP¿IX¿'*   ^et ^ ^e an

infinite matrix.   Define Ax to be the sequence whose z'th term is ^.i0^*¿

provided the series converges.   For an FK-space E and an infinite matrix A

we define  E . = |x e s: Ax e E\.    m     is called the boundedness domain of A.

If A is row-finite, m .  is an almost BK-space with its topology generated by

the seminorms   ||Ax||    and Sp .: / = 1, 2, • • • |.   See [5, §12.4].
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A sequence  x = (x,) is said to be finite if x    - 0 for all but finitely

many k.   Let  E     denote the set of finite sequences.   Throughout this paper

we will assume that every FK-space, E, contains E   .   Let  T = (t     ) be a

regular row-finite matrix.   Let  e    be the sequence with 1 in the &th posi-

tion and O's elsewhere.   Define the mth T-section of a sequence x to be the

finite sequence

oo n

n = \

An FK-space E has T-AK if x = lim   T   x with respect to the topology of

E; for all x £ E.   E has T-AB if the set of T-sections of x is bounded for

each x £ E.   Unless otherwise stated, E will denote an FK-space having

T-AB.   We denote by rlT . „ the set \x £ E: x = lim   7  x}.   If E has T-AB,
J        I -A K mm

E_  .£. is a closed subspace of E.   The  T-AK and T-AB properties are dis-

cussed in [3] and [4].

Let A be any coordinatewise bounded subset of s.   Define

PA(T)ix) sup

m;a e A

00

k = l

Let  F^.T. = ix £ s: PA,T-.(x)< °°\.   By [4, Theorem 4.2]  E is an almost

BK-space with its topology genereted by pA ._, and \p.: j = 1, 2, • • • !.   If

A = (a.,) is an infinite matrix, A will be regarded as a countable set of

sequences W: a1 = a    \.

2.1. Proposition.  7/A is row-finite and m. has T-AB then m. = F. .„..

ProoL  If mA has T-AB, then PA,T)(x) = sup||A(T   x)^ < 00.   Thus

mA^FA(TY   SuPP°Se  X€FA(T)-   Then

I Ax|| < sup

i,m
í-~>     mn   *—*

n = l fe = l
A(T)

(x)<

ThuS   FA(r)íWA-

For any sequence space Ey define

(T)=|>F^(T) = <y e s: sup

4 = 1

< 00    for all  x £ EI
j

Clearly   E C Er(T)r(r).    If   £ = Ey{T)y{T) then E  is called a y(T>

space.   By  [4,   Proposition 4.3]   F A,T)   iS   a   y(T)-space.   As   a   corollary
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to the above proposition we have that if 722. has T-AB, then 772 . is a y(T)-

space. Properties of boundedness domains related to y(T)=spaces, when T

is the identity matrix, have been studied in [l].

Thus, two necessary conditions for an FK-space E with T-AB to be a

boundedness domain for some row-finite matrix are:  (1) E is an almost BK-

space; and (2) F is a y(T)-space.   We now turn to the task of proving them

sufficient.   But before we can do this we must further examine the structure

of the space F^IT)'

3. The space F.™.   When £ is a T-AK space, it follows from [4, Theo-

i y [T )
rem 3-2] that  F can be identified with the dual space of F.   If F has

r i y (T )
T-AB it then follows from L4, Theorem 3.3J that  £ can be identified

with the dual space of E      .   .   If F has T-AB, we can then give  E^       the

* . "/ (T )
weak   topology induced by Ej.AK-   F°r a set ACE we will denote the

weak   closed absolutely convex cover of A by (AA)~.

3.1. Lemma.   Let E be an FK-space having T-AB.   Then pA iTix) =

P^A)-{TÍx)¡°r Ullx £ S atld A - £7(T)-

Proof.  Define the bilinear functional

00

u(x, a) = lim  £ ak^mx\

171   fe = 1

on  E„_AK x F7      .   ETAK and EyK       are in duality with respect to this

bilinear functional and the weak   topology is compatible with this duality.

By [5,  §13.2, Theorem 1], A00 = (AA)~.    It   is   easily   verified   that

supae/1 \u(x, a)\ = sup       qq\u(x, a)\ for all x £ E    ^K>   Now for any x £ s,

T   x£ET A¡/.   Thus0^

PA{T)(x)=    sup    \u(Tmx, a)\=      sup      \u(Tmx, a)\ = p       -     (x).

m''a£A ,n;aeA00

As a result, we have that F A       = F.....       for any A C Eru ;0

3.2. Lemma.  E     is weak   dense in E .

Proof.  Suppose x e E^   ...  is such that   lim    S°° , y,(T   x), = 0 for
r c I -AK m    k = í ' k     m     k

ail y £ E   .   Since T is regular, we must have that  lim   (T   x). = x. = 0 for
J o » m      m      z z

all z = 1, 2, • * *.   Thus x = 0.   The result then follows from the Hahn-Banach

theorem.
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4. Main results.  Let q be a continuous seminorm on E.   Define

Bq = ly £ Ey{T): sup
x^ETAK;q{X)<l

lim  X  yífe(7mx)í
m   k = l

< r

4.1. Theorem.  Ler E £>e a« FK-space which has T-AB.

(1) E = m . for some row-finite matrix A if and only if E is an almost

BK-space and E is a y(T)-space.

(2) E is a closed subspace of mA   for some row=finite matrix A if and

only if E is an almost BK-space and there is a number M > 0 such that

q(x) < M sup    q(T   x) for all x £ E, for some nontrivial seminorm q.

Proof,  The proof of the necessity of (1) was given in §2.   Suppose E is

an almost BK-space and a y(T)-space„   Let q be a continuous nontrivial

seminorm on E.   By   the   construction   in   [4, Theorem 4.4]   Fß   (T, =

Ey     " " ' = E.   By Lemma 3.2 there is a countable set of finite sequences,

A ', such that (A A ')" = B .   Let A be the matrix with the set of rows equal

to |T   a: a £ A ', m = 1, 2, • • • \.   Then  mA = FAt,T\ which, by Lemma 3.1,

is equal to  F„   (Ts which is in turn equal to E.
a

The necessity of (2) follows since E has T-AB.   To show the sufficiency

we have from [4, Theorem 4.4] that E Ç Ey<T)y (r) = mA.   By [5, §11.3,

Corollary l] the FK topology of E is stronger than that of m ..   The hypoth-

esis  assures  that it  is weaker.   Thus E is closed in mA.

As a special case we obtain that  I    (1 < p < oo) is a boundedness

domain.   This result was originally obtained by Bennett in [2, Proposition

9].   We point out that his proof is quite similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1.

4.2. Corollary.   Ler  E  be an almost BK-space having T-AB.  Suppose

further that E  is a r{T)-space.   Let A  be a row-finite matrix such that E .

has T-AB.   Then E .   is a boundedness domain.

Proof.   By Theorem 4.1, E = mß for some row-finite matrix B.   Since A

and B are both row-finite, it is easily verified that E .  = mßA.

We remark that the hypothesis that A is row-finite cannot be omitted

from the above theorem.   Let A be the matrix with 1 's in the first row and

O's elsewhere.   Then m , = es, the set of convergent series, which is not a

y(T)-space.

In [6] an example of a convergence domain, cA, is given in which cA

does not have T-AB for any regular matrix To   It follows that mA  does not
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have T-AB for any regular T.   Thus our results do not cover all possible

boundedness domains for row-finite matrices.
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